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Laser Scanner based Probabilistic
Predictive and Adaptive Safety Control
Algorithm for Construction Vehicles
Kwangseok Oh
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
Over the last decade, fatal accidents in construction sites due to operator’s
carelessness and blind spots around construction vehicles have been
accounted for 34.9 percent of all accidents. And the fatal accidents such as
collision and sticking have been accounted for 72.2 percent of accidents due
to operator’s carelessness and blind spots. For this reason, various safety
systems such as blind spot detection and safety alert systems have been
developed and marketed by construction machinery makers. Furthermore,
there are various ongoing projects which are trying to achieve the zero fatality
in construction sites. Several research teams around the world are
continuously advancing the field of safety system. And some of major
construction machinery makers have been researching to integrate individual
safety system for the enhancement of safety. Volvo is trying to produce high
quality, safe and environmentally-friendly machines that meet customer needs
and enhance product offering in today’s highly competitive global
marketplace. And Volvo is developing both passive and active safety
solutions that include everything from ensuring safe machine entry and exit to
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intelligent machines. In the future, Volvo expects that machines will be able
to detect obstacles and humans and therefore instinctively avoid collisions.
Caterpillar has undertaken researches to develop ‘Safety system for zeroincident performance’ technology for achieving operational excellence
through safety culture development.
From a careful review of considerable amount of literature, active safety
technology has the potential to reduce the fatal accidents such as collision and
sticking accidents, and increase the safety of working in construction sites.
However, the current state-of-the-art in safety technology for construction
equipment requires precise, expensive sensors such as differential global
positioning systems, and highly accurate inertial navigation systems and
scanning laser rangefinders. While the cost of these sensors is going down,
integrating them into safety system for construction vehicles will increase the
price and represent yet another barrier to adoption.
Therefore, this dissertation focused on developing a fully active safety
control algorithm which is capable of collision avoidance in various scenarios.
Chosen sensor configuration is closer to current automotive serial production
in terms of cost and technical maturity than in many autonomous vehicles
presented earlier. Mainly three research issues are considered: a predictive
environment monitoring, an adaptive decision, and an excavator control.
In the remainder of this thesis, an overview of the overall architecture of the
proposed safety control algorithm for construction vehicles is proposed and
the simulation-based performance evaluation which shown the effectiveness
of the proposed safety control algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed
safety control algorithm is evaluated via computer simulations. The results
show the good performance with on working scenario with static and moving
objects.
Keywords: Predictive environment monitoring, Adaptive decision, Rotational
inertia estimation, Time to collision, Warning index, Laser scanner, Safety
Level, Human pace state, Probabilistic behavior prediction, Recursive least
square estimation
Student Number: 2013-30203
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation
Since working on construction sites becomes more and more congested
over the last decade, a large number of construction accidents have occurred.
According to the previous researches, accidents in construction sites by
operator and equipment error have been accounted for 57.5 percent of all
accidents. And the fatal accident such as collision has been accounted for
72.2 percent of accidents by operator and equipment error. Within the
construction industry, most worker fatalities relate to being struck by objects
in heavy construction areas (10% of all construction-related fatalities) and to
specialty contractors (13%) [BLS’08, BLS’09]. Moreover, the accidents
such as “struck by equipment or vehicle” have been accounted for 87.7% of
all construction fatality cases attributed to visibility/awareness issues
[Hinze’11].
Excavators constitute one of the most important pieces of construction
equipment for earth-moving operations in areas such as construction,
highway maintenance, and agriculture sites since they exhibit high
performance for digging and transporting materials. Therefore, the
construction equipment industry, which includes the producers of excavators,
is forced to develop more efficient, energy-saving, and safe machines in
1

respoonse to envirronmental, en
nergy, and ssafety issues. However, blind
b
spots
on eexcavators, resulting in
n poor opperator visib
bility, and operators’
careleessness are among th
he leading causes of contact colllisions on
consttruction sitees. Accidentt causation investigatio
ons and otther safety
statistics within the past deccade show hhigh numberrs of fatality
y rates for
ng working
persoonnel struck by vehicles. Fatal acciddents of exccavator durin
accouunted for aboout 33.1% percent of alll construction accidents. Moreover,
durinng many typees of collisio
on accidentss, most operaators do not attempt to
avoidd crashes duue to unawarreness of coollision risks. And the co
onstruction
equippment such as excavaator perform
ms various important tasks on
consttruction sitess by using its
i working parts in coo
ordination with
w nearby
workkers. Fig. 1.1 describes the workingg situation of the excaavator with
workkers.
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(http:://www.equippmentworld..com/dump-ttruck-collisio
on-sends-sem
mi-crashing
- intoo - excavatorr-kills-1-work
ker-in-ohio-w
work-zone/ , Wayne Graayson, June
8, 2015)
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From a considerable amount of literature, active safety technology for
construction equipment has the potential to reduce the environmental impact
of working, reduce fatal accidents, and increase the efficiency of working.
However, the current state-of-the-art in safety technology for construction
equipment requires precise, expensive sensors such as differential global
positioning systems, and highly accurate inertial navigation systems and
scanning laser rangefinders. While the cost of these sensors is going down,
integrating them into construction equipment for safety system will increase
the price and represent yet another barrier to adoption [FURGALE’13]. And
in order to develop an active safety control algorithm, mainly three research
issues should be considered: a predictive environment monitoring, an
adaptive decision, and an excavator control.
Therefore, this thesis focuses on developing a laser scanner based
predictive and adaptive safety control algorithm which is capable of safe
working in typical working scenario for excavator while a chosen sensor
configuration is closer to current automotive serial production in terms of
cost and technical maturity than in many autonomous systems presented
earlier.
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1.2. Previous Researches
A number of studies have been introduced for the development of a safety
system and control algorithm for construction equipment to prevent fatal
accidents. Z. Riaz et al. examined a conceptual model that utilizes advanced
ICT solutions to produce an innovative and proactive health and safety
management system entitled SightSafety, which employs a combination of
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), smart sensors, and wireless networks
[Riaz’06]. The proposed system can provide reports on dangerous
occurrences, thereby enabling managers to learn from any experiences
acquired, or mistakes made, during a project’s construction. Additionally, U.
Lee et al. proposed a safety monitoring system at a site where fatal accidents
often occurred, with the aim of reducing the rate of fatal accidents on the
construction site [Lee’09]. Moreover, D. Seward et al. presented an account
of conducting a hazard analysis to define the safety requirements for an
autonomous robotic excavator with an overview of the excavator design and
concept of a safety manager [Seward’09]. J. Hinze et al., on the other hand,
targeted visibility-related fatalities in the construction industry with the aim
of discovering relevant patterns of unsafe practices, such as the frequency of
incidents related to vehicles backing up, that future research needs to address
[Hinze’11]. Furthermore, A. Giretti et al. conducted a feasibility study that
addressed the development of a new, advanced system primarily devoted to
automatic real-time health and safety management on construction sites
4

[Giretti’09]. Ultra-wideband (UWB) was utilized for real-time monitoring of
the position of both workers and equipment in outdoor construction sites. In
addition, S. Lorenc et al. presented a system that, when mounted to the arm
of an excavator, can detect a buried UXO in the excavator’s path
[Lorenc’98]. This system can determine the precise location of the ordnance
relative to the excavator’s bucket.
In order for adaptive collision risk assessment, rotational inertia for
excavator has been estimated based on recursive least square with updating
and multiple forgetting. Various researches have been conducted for
estimation of inertial parameters and states related with construction vehicles.
S. Tafazoli et al. developed a novel yet simple approach for experimental
determination of the link parameters and friction coefficients for a typical
excavator arm [Tafazoli’99]. C. Tan et al. presented a fast and robust
technique that estimates the unknown parameters of the soil mechanics
equations by minimizing the error between measured failure forces and
estimated forces for the experimental identification of soil [Tan’05]. S. Lee
et al. provided solutions to problems that occur during the modeling of the
hydraulic excavator based on the bond graph method, the top-down and
bottom-up methods, and developed modeling software [Lee’12].
In developing a safety system for construction equipment, it is required to
detect static and moving objects in a wide operating region. Therefore laser
scanner and stereo vision sensor based approach has been used widely
because of its capability to detect environment efficiently for various
working scenarios in construction site. With this perception of environment
5

information, it is required to predict excavator’s dynamic behavior based on
dynamics and a number of studies have been introduced for development of
estimation technique based on RLS with forgetting. A. Vahidi et al.
implemented a recursive least square(RLS) method for simultaneous online
mass and grade estimation. In this research, the proposed estimation method
can employed in a real-time application with caution, since its convergence
and region of convergence has not been shown [Vahidi’05]. S. Dasgupta et al.
proposed a reformulated RLS estimation based on a bounded noise
assumption has been shown to yield an algorithm whose updates are
information-dependent. In order to prove the asymptotic convergence of the
estimates, a Lyapunov approach has been used [Dasgupta’87].
In most of these researches for safety system, it is assumed that the
detected objects are in a stationary state and dynamic behavior is not
considered for working safety. However, in order to design a safety control
algorithm, we should decide a safety level in real time and define proper
control action to avoid a collision with objects by considering dynamic
behavior of moving objects and excavator.
Therefore, in this research, we focus on developing a safety control
algorithm which is capable of collision avoidance on construction sites based
on predictive environment monitoring and adaptive collision risk assessment
using laser scanners.

6

1.3. Thesis Objectives
This dissertation we focuses on developing a safety control algorithm
which is capable of collision avoidance on construction sites based on
predictive environment monitoring and adaptive collision risk assessment
using laser scanners.
From a considerable amount of literature, active safety technology for
construction equipment has the potential to reduce the environmental impact
of working, reduce fatal accidents, and increase the efficiency of working.
However, the current state-of-the-art in safety technology for construction
equipment requires precise, expensive sensors such as differential global
positioning systems, and highly accurate inertial navigation systems and
scanning laser rangefinders. While the cost of these sensors is going down,
integrating them into construction equipment for safety system will increase
the price and represent yet another barrier to adoption [Furgale'13]
Mainly three research issues should be considered: a predictive
environment monitoring, an adaptive decision, and an excavator control. In
the remainder of this thesis, we will provide an overview of the overall
architecture of the proposed safety control algorithm and the actual-data
based simulation results which shown the effectiveness of the proposed
safety control algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed safety control
algorithm is evaluated via simulations using actual measured data.
Simulation results show the high performance for static and moving objects.
7

1.4. Thesis Outline
This dissertation is structured in the following manner. An overall
architecture of the proposed safety control algorithm is described in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3, object detection and estimation algorithm are introduced.
The main objectives of the estimation algorithm are static and moving object
detection, and object’s position, velocity, and human pace estimation. In
Chapter 4, predictive environment monitoring is described based on human
behavior and excavator’s working area predictions for risky target selection.
Then a reachable area for behavior prediction is derived based on human
acceleration distribution and pace characteristics. In Chapter 5, RLS with
forgetting based rotational inertia estimation method is described for
adaptive collision risk assessment with safety indices. A typical working
scenario for dumping is used to evaluate the estimation performance by
comparing with analytical rotational inertia of the excavator. In Chapter 6,
safety level decision using safety indices is introduced and the control
strategy based on safety optimization proposed. Chapter 7 shows the actualdata based simulation results for the evaluation of the performance of the
proposed control algorithm. Then the conclusion which describes the
summary and contribution of the proposed safety control algorithm and
future works is presented in Chapter 8.

8

Chapter 2 Overview of a Safety
Control Algorithm

From a considerable amount of literature, active safety technology for
construction equipment has the potential to reduce the environmental impact
of working, reduce fatal accidents, and increase the efficiency of working.
However, the current state-of-the-art in safety technology for construction
equipment requires precise, expensive sensors such as differential global
positioning systems, and highly accurate inertial navigation systems and
scanning laser range finders. While the cost of these sensors is going down,
integrating them into construction equipment for safety system will increase
the price and represent yet another barrier to adoption. Therefore, in this
research, we focus on developing a safety control algorithm which is capable
of working safely in various working scenarios.
As aforementioned, mainly three research issues should be considered: a
predictive environment monitoring, an adaptive decision, and an excavator
control. The proposed predictive and adaptive safety control algorithm for
excavators to avoid collisions on construction sites consists of four parts:
kinematics; perception; predictive environment monitoring; and safety level
decision, as defined in the previous section. Fig. 2.1 describes the conceptual
process for a predictive and adaptive safety control algorithm.
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Figurre 2.1. Conceptual proceess for a preedictive and adaptive saffety control
algorrithm: kinem
matics, percep
ption, predicctive environ
nment monittoring, and
optim
mized safety level decisio
on.

matics) and second
s
(percception) partts are perforrmed using
The first (kinem
n. The working part
workking part innformation and sensor information
inform
mation referss to the boom
m, arm, and bbucket anglee, as measureed by angle
sensoors to calcullate the possition and veelocity of th
he main poiints of the
excavvator’s workking part. Th
his informatiion is utilizeed to define the actual
and ppredicted woorking area of
o the excavaator. The lasser scanner information
referss to data prooduced by on
ne-layer laserr scanners. The
T obtained
d data from
the laaser scannerss has been utilized
u
to claassify and estimate the state
s
of the
objecct. The thirdd part (prediictive enviroonment mon
nitoring) calcculates the
definned safety inddices and preedicted motiions of the object
o
and ex
xcavator by
usingg informationn from the first
f
and secoond parts. Su
ubsequently, the fourth
part ((safety level decision) classifies the ssafety level among
a
safe, alarm, and
emerggency stop levels on th
he TTC–x pllane. And th
he estimated
d rotational
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inertiia is used to determine
d
th
he average m
maximum decceleration thaat is used to
comppute warningg index. Afteer the safetyy level is deetermined via real-time
inform
mation, suchh as working
g part and lasser scanner information,
i
the system
preveents a collisiion with objjects by brooadcasting a warning sound to the
operaator or by stopping
s
the swing motiion. For instance, when
n an object
approoaches an exxcavator in alarm modee, the safety
y system brroadcasts a
warniing sound so
s that the operator cann respond by
b stopping the swing
motioon of the exxcavator. If the object ddoes not stop
p approachin
ng and the
safetyy level changges to emerg
gency stop m
mode, the systtem automatiically stops
the sswing motioon with an alarm.
a
Fig. 2.2 describees three stages of the
predictive safety system in thiis study.

Figurre 2.2. Three stages of a safety
s
system
m.
The eexplanations of each stag
ge are as folloows:

on of environnmental info
ormation and
d excavator
1) Peerception: Thhe acquisitio
workking states is conducted in
i this stage.. The enviro
onmental info
ormation is
obtainned via laseer scanners, and
a the worrking state in
nformation (i.e., boom,
11

arm, and buckeet angle) is obtained vvia angle sensors
s
for predictive
envirronment monnitoring.

t
stage, th
he safety levvel is defineed using saffety indices
2) Deecision: In this
adapttively based on the estim
mated rotationnal inertia. The
T safety lev
vel consists
of thrree levels (saafe, alarm, an
nd emergenccy braking).

l
stage controls
c
the ssafety level in
i the decisio
on stage. It
3) Coontrol: This latter
is dessigned so thhat alarm – 1 is activatedd when the safety
s
level is in alarm
modee. Alarm – 2 and emergeency braking are activated simultaneo
ously when
the saafety level iss at the emerg
gency brakinng level.

o the predicctive safety
Fig. 2.3 describes the detailled system aarchitecture of
m for the excavator.
e
In
n this figuree, round corn
nered blockss represent
system
functtion moduless. The arrowss indicate thee data flows between eacch function
moduule.

Figurre 2.3. Archittecture of a predictive
p
annd adaptive safety
s
control algorithm.
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The obtained laser scanner data were transformed to a local reference
coordinate based on the excavator working part. Then, clustering and
estimation

have

been

conducted

for

static/moving

classification.

Subsequently, the researchers performed hypothesis testing to estimate the
moving objects pace states (i.e., standing still, walking, jogging, or running).
After performing a classification and estimation of the object, we calculated
the safety indices, such as the TTC and warning index (x), utilizing the
excavator’s and estimated states. Based on the calculated safety indices, the
safety level is determined among the three modes (i.e., safe, alarm, and
emergency braking). Since the excavator’s rotational inertia is varied as
working posture largely, rotational inertia for excavator is conducted based
on RLS with updating and forgetting. Based on the estimated rotational
inertia of excavator, the safety index such as warning index can be computed
adaptively considering rotational inertia. In the remainder of this thesis, we
will provide an overview of the overall architecture of the proposed control
algorithm and the actual-data based simulation results which shown the
effectiveness of the proposed safety control algorithm.
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Chapter 3 Object Detection and
Estimation

Precise and comprehensive environment perception is the basis for safe and
efficient working in complex working condition on various construction sites.
In order to percept environment precisely and comprehensively, we chose
one-layer laser scanners for object detection and state estimation. The
specification of the chosen sensor is optimized for detecting for human since
the excavator often operate in tandem with workers.

3.1. Laser Scanner based Object Detection
The one-layer laser scanner provides 1D cloud point data in the range of
270 degrees and is included in various application fields. For instance, highspeed object detection and high-performance object tracking algorithms for
real-time data processing were introduced for pedestrian recognition in urban
traffic utilizing a vehicle-based multilayer laser scanner [Fuerstenberg’02]. To
identify the proper sensor for perceiving the construction working site
accurately, the researcher evaluated and compared various laser scanner
products. Among those laser scanners, LMS111 (Manufacturer: SICK) was
selected for detecting within the excavator working area, as depicted in Fig.
3.1. This scanner possesses a wide field of view angle (270 degrees) and
14

sufficcient distancee range (0.5~
~20m) for thhis research. In the curren
nt study, twoo
singlee-layer laserr scanners were
w
requireed to constrruct a prediictive safetyy
system
m for percepption of objeects near the excavator. Fig.
F 3.1 show
ws the sensorr
positiion on the excavator
e
forr object deteection, the pllacement of which takess
into cconsiderationn the maximu
um working area.

F
Figure
3.1. Sensor
S
positioon on the exccavator.

w
areaa was derivedd from a kin
nematic analy
ysis utilizingg
The maximum working
working part information (i.e., the booom, arm, and bucket dim
mensions). A
the w
laser scanner witth a larger detection
d
rannge than thee size of the maximum
m
15

workking area wass chosen to detect
d
objectts. Additionaally, the speccifications off
the llaser scanneer (i.e., sam
mpling frequeency and an
ngular resollution) weree
determ
mined so thaat the laser scanner
s
coulld detect worrkers near th
he excavator..
Tablee 1 describess the laser scanner seleccted for the predictive
p
saafety system
m
and itts specificatiions.

Model Nam
me

Moddel: LMS111--10100

Specificattions
Size

152 x 102 x 106 mm

Weightt

1.1k
kg

Rated volttage

DC 24V
2

Detection rrange

0.5 ~ 20m

Field of vview

270
0°

Angle resollution

0.25
5°

Manufactuurer

SIC
CK

Table. 1.. Specificatio
ons of the sellected laser scanner
s
[SIC
CK].
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3.2. State Estimation
The position and velocity estimation of an object near the excavator was
conducted by clustering and an extended Kalman filter (EKF) for
classification of the object’s static and moving state. Each laser scanner
generates a vector of 270 range measurements spaced 0.25 degrees apart. Let
and

represent the angle and measured distance values, respectively, of ith

element in the vector generated by the laser scanner. Then, the point data from
the laser scanner can be projected into the excavator’s body frame via the
following equation:

 Xi   cos sw  sin  sw    cosi    xoffset  
  ri 


 
 Yi  sin  sw  cos sw    sin i    yoffset  
where

(3.1)

xs,offset and ys,offset are elements of the laser scanner position vector

with respect to the rotating center of the working part; and
excavator swing angle, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
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 sw

is the

Figure 3.2
2. Coordinatee transformaation.

In thhe clusteringg process, graaph-based cllustering wass performed by applyingg
the E
Euclidean Minimum
M
Sp
panning Treee (EMST) technique. EMST is a
spannning tree of a set of n points
p
in a m
metric space, where the length
l
of ann
edge is the Eucliidean distan
nce between a pair of po
oints in the given pointt
w
weree given as Euclidean
E
distances, andd
cloudds. In this sttudy, edge weights
breakk points werre determineed. The randdom samplee consensus (RANSAC))
technnique was appplied to deetermine thee outlier betw
ween the ed
dge weights..
[Olekksandr’06]. In
I order to enhance thee clustering performance
p
e, 10 sets off
accum
mulated signnals from the
t
laser sccanner weree utilized. The
T
derivedd
18

clustered point from the above technique was used as a representative point of
a moving object.
In order to estimate the position and velocity of the object, an extended
Kalman filter that is a first-order approximation solution to nonlinear systems
was designed by utilizing processed signals as measurements and motion
information of the object as output. The state vector for the filter was defined
as follows:
T

x   px,obj py,obj vx,obj vy,obj 
where,

(3.2)

px,obj and py,obj are coordinates of the object based on the reference
vx,obj and vy,obj are the object x and y velocity

frame X-Y in Fig. 3.2; and

components, respectively. A process model of the filter is shown in Eq. (3.3)
and (3.4):

xk1  f  xk ,uk   wk

(3.3)

f  xk1 
Px,obj,k cos t sw,k   Py,obj,k sin t sw,k  t  vx,obj,k cos t sw,k  t  vy,obj,k sin t sw,k  


Py,obj,k cos t sw,k   Px,obj,k sin t sw,k  t  vy,obj,k cos t sw,k  t  vx,obj,k sin t sw,k  


vx,obj,k cos t sw,k   vy,obj,k sin t sw,k 




vy,obj,k cos t sw,k   vx,obj,k sin t sw,k 



(3.4)
where t is the discretization time for the filter;

longitudinal velocity; and

f

and

wk
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vbody is the excavator’s

are the state function and the white

Gaussian noise with covariance matrix
the excavator’s longitudinal velocity

Wk

, respectively. It is assumed that

vbody is equal to zero since this study

focuses on the static working condition of an excavator. The motion
information of the excavator was defined as filter input. The following
equation describes the input of the designed extended Kalman filter:

u  vbody  sw 

T

(3.5)

The filter measurement is defined as below:

zk1  h xk  vk

(3.6)
T

z   px,rel py,rel rel 
where h and

vk

(3.7)

are the observation function and the measurement noise

with covariance matrix

Vk , respectively; and px,rel , py,rel , and rel

are the

relative position and yaw angle with respect to reference frame X-Y in Fig.
3.2. The state and the observation functions are linearized, employing the
following equations:

Fi, j 
where

fi

Hi, j 

x j

F

and

H

hi
(3.8)

x j

are the Jacobian matrices of the state and observation

functions, respectively. By neglecting the higher-order terms of the Taylor
series, the priori state estimate and the covariance matrix can be given as
20

follows:

xk1  f  xk , uk 

(3.9)
T
Pk1  Fk PF
k k Wk

(3.10)
where

xk1 , Pk1 ,

and

xk1

are the priori state at time k+1, the priori

covariance at time k+1, and the posteriori state at time k, respectively. From
Eq. (3.10), the posteriori estimates can be given by:

Kk1  Pk1HkT  Hk Pk1HkT Vk 

1

(3.11)

xk1  xk1  Kk1  zk1  Hk xk1 

(3.12)

Pk1   I  Kk1Hk  Pk1
where

Kk1 , xk1

and

(3.13)

Pk1

are, respectively, the Kalman gain, the

posteriori estimate, and the posteriori covariance. Based on Eq. (3.2)-(3.13),
the extended Kalman filter was implemented to estimate the object’s position
and velocity. Fig. 3.3 describes the process of the extended Kalman filter for
state estimation

xˆk

[Wenzel’06, Pierre’04, Jetto’99].
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Figure 3.33. Extended Kalman
K
filterr process forr state estimaation.

nable behavioor prediction
n of the wo
orker nearbyy
In oorder to connduct reason
excavvator based on the estim
mated positiion and velo
ocity in pred
diction timee
horizzon, the estim
mation of heeading angullar velocity should be conducted
c
too
gle in predicction time ho
orizon that is defined ass
predict worker’s heading ang
herefore, the linear Kalm
man filter baased headingg
1.5 second in thiis thesis. Th
h been connducted using
g the estimatted velocity..
angullar velocity estimation has
Fig. 3.4 describbes the mo
odel schemaatic for heaading angullar velocityy
mation.
estim

F
Figure 3.4. Model
M
schem
matic for headding angular velocity estiimation.

vˆx , vˆ y , and ˆheading

deno
ote the estim
mated x and y componentt of velocity,,

and eestimated heaading angulaar velocity, reespectively.
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3.3. Human Pace State Estimation
In order to improve working safety, the reasonable object’s behavior
prediction is needed based on object’s behavior characteristics such as
acceleration distribution, speed distribution, and possible heading angle
changes. This study focuses on detecting the worker close to the excavator
since the workers often operate in tandem with excavators. The worker’s pace
state is estimated using the estimated velocity based on hypothesis testing.
Based on the estimated pace state of the worker, moving object behavior
prediction is conducted in Chapter. 4. Actual-data based simulation for
estimation is conducted for performance evaluation of the estimation
performance.

3.3.1. Human Pace State

In order to estimate worker’s pace state, the human speed distribution
derived from previous study has been used. The pace states used for
estimation are divided into four states such as standing still, walking, jogging,
and running. The followings are divided human pace states.

(1) Standing still
(2) Walking
(3) Jogging
(4) Running
23

Pace states have speed distribution that has Gaussian distribution and this
distribution has been derived from previous study. Fig. 3.5 describes the speed
distribution of human [Wakim’04].

Figure 3.5. Speed distribution of human

Based on the derived speed distribution according to the pace state,
hypothesis testing for pace state estimation has been conducted using the
estimated velocity.

3.3.2. Hypothesis Testing

Pace state estimation has been conducted by hypothesis testing using the
estimated velocity. In order to conduct hypothesis testing, reasonable
significance level should be defined for determination of rejection. Therefore,
significance level(%) has been defined as 5% in this research for reasonable
testing. And the random variable for standard normal distribution has been
used as statistics for hypothesis testing in this research. Fig. 3.6 describes the
model schematic for the process of hypothesis testing based on the estimated
24

veloccity.

Figure 3.6. Moodel schemattic: pace statee estimation by hypothessis testing

In oorder to condduct hypotheesis testing, N accumulaated estimateed velocitiess
were sampled to calculate thee sample meean for test statistics.
s
Fig
g. 3.7 showss
the N sampled daata from the estimated
e
vellocity ( v̂ ).

Figuure 3.7. N sam
mpled data ffrom estimateed velocity.

ws:
The ssample meann was calculaated as follow

X

N

1
 Xi 
N  i1 



(3.144)
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where

Xi (i 1,2,..., N)

are the sampled estimated velocities; and

X

is

the sample mean (sampled velocity mean). Since the change of the heading
angle of the object depends on the state (i.e., standing still, walking, jogging,
or running), the object state estimation was conducted by hypothesis testing in
the current paper. In order to conduct hypothesis testing, the null hypothesis
and the alternative hypothesis were defined as two-sided testing for each state
as follows:

 Null hypothesis

Ho,state :   state

 Alternative hypothesis

(3.15)

H1,state :   state

(3.16)

A total of four hypothesis tests were conducted for each state to estimate the
object state. In this study, the Z-statistic was defined as the test statistic since
the speed distributions of each state can be considered as Gaussian
distributions as follows:

Zstate 

X  state

(3.17)

state

where  state are the mean values of each state;  state are the standard
deviations of each state; and Z state are the Z-statistics. The object states were
split into four states (i.e., standing still, walking, jogging, and running). The
significance level



was defined as 5% in this study for hypothesis testing.

Fig. 3.8 shows the reject region defined by the significance level in a standard
Gaussian distribution [Blostein’91].
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Figure 3.8. Reject regio
on with respeect to the sign
nificance lev
vel



.

The sstandard varriable Z  / 2 makes the aarea significaance level 0.05 (5%). Iff
the caalculated Z-sstatistics app
pear in the rejject region, the
t null hypo
othesis in Eqq.
(10) is rejected. The object state can b e estimated by considerring the nott
ues for each state shouldd
rejectted null hypothesis as trrue. Additionnally, P-valu
be caalculated for hypothesis testing
t
sincee all Z-statisttics for each state can bee
placeed in the rejeect region. In
n that case, tthe state witth the maxim
mum P-valuee
can bbe determinedd as the estim
mated objectt state. Fig. 3.9 shows thee P-values off
the sttanding still and
a walking states.
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(a)) P-value: staanding still

(b) P-value: walking
F
Figure 3.9. P-values
P
in reeject region: standing stilll and walkin
ng states.

The P
P-values of all
a states (i.ee., standing sstill, walking
g, jogging, and
a running))
were calculated as
a follows:

Pstill  value  Prr  Z  Zk ,still 

(3.18))

Pstill  value  Pr  Z  Zk ,walk 

(3.19))

Pstill  value  Prr  Z  Z k , jog 

(3.20))

Pstill  value  Prr  Z  Zk ,run 

(3.21))
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The ssmaller P-vaalue indicatess stronger evvidence to reeject the nulll hypothesis..
Thereefore, the staate that contaains the maxximum P-valu
ue was consiidered as thee
estim
mated object state when all
a of the Z-sstatistics app
pear in the reeject region..
Fig. 33.10 describees the detaileed process off hypothesis testing.
t

Fiigure 3.10. Detailed
D
hypoothesis testin
ng process.

wheree vˆ k is thee current esttimated veloocity; and v k is the saample mean..
Basedd on the esttimated statee determinedd by hypotheesis testing, the possiblee
29

changges of the heeading angle were determ
mined from th
he defined eight primaryy
directtions in Figg. 3.11 and utilized to calculate th
he reachablee area. Thee
follow
wing sectionn describes tw
wo test resultts for object behavior
b
preediction

State
es
Div
vision

Standin
ng still

Wa
Walking

Jogging
J

Running



 /2

 /4

 /4

Abso
olute heading angle
a
change (max)

Posssible heading angle
a
change

Figure 3.11. Heading
g angle changges with resp
pect to the state.

3.3.3. Actual-Data based Esttimation

In oorder to validdate the prop
posed humann pace state estimation algorithm forr
risk assessment, two cases of experimeental tests were
w
conducted on thee
s
witth a human as
a the objectt. The objectt
consttruction site using laser scanners
veloccity was estim
mated via an
n extended K
Kalan filter (EKF).
(
Furth
hermore, thee
objecct states (i.e., standing
g still, walkking, joggin
ng, and run
nning) weree
estim
mated by hyppothesis testin
ng. Fig. 3.122 shows the experimentaal test resultss
for w
walking and standing
s
stilll. The repressentative poiints, point – 1 and 2, aree
show
wn in Fig. 3..12 (a). Poin
nt – 1 and 2 describe th
he state of walking
w
andd
standding still, resppectively.
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Point
P
-2

Point
P
-1

(a) Estimated veelocity: object

(b) Estimatedd state: object

ures of consttruction site: point – 1
(c) Pictu
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(d) Pictu
ures of consttruction site: point – 2

(e) Speed distribuution and currrent speed(vvertical line: current speeed)/point – 1
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(f) Speed distribution and current speed(vertical line: current speed)/point – 2

Z1.96

-Z1.96

(e) Z-statistics
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(f) P–values
Figure 3.12. Test results for worker pace state transition from walking to
standing still.

Fig. 3.13 shows the experimental test results for walking and jogging. Point
– 1 and 2 describe the state of jogging and walking, respectively.

Point - 2

Point - 1

(a) Estimated velocity: object
34

(b)
( Estimateed state: objeect

( Pictures of construcction site: po
(c)
oint – 1
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(d) Picturres of consttruction sitee: point – 2

Walking
Jogging
Poin
nt - 1

f(v)

10

5

0
1

2

3

4

Velo
ocity [m/s]

(e) Speed disstribution and currennt speed(v
vertical lin
ne: currentt
speedd)/point-1
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Walking
Jogging
Point - 2

f(v)

10

5

0
1

2

3

4

Velocity [m/s]

Z - statistic

(f) Speed distribution and current speed(vertical line: current
speed)/point-2

Z1.96

-Z1.96

(e) Z-statistics
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P - value

(f) P–values
Figure 3.13. Test results for worker pace state transition from walking to
jogging

Based on the actual-data based simulation results, it is shown that the
proposed pace state estimation algorithm is effective to estimate human pace
state based on the estimated velocity. And the defined significance level (5%)
in this research is suitable for hypothesis testing to estimate human pace state
based on the proposed decision algorithm using P-value. However, it is
assumed that the worker near the excavator is not running in the construction
sites.
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Chapter 4 Predictive Environment
Monitoring
For the generic assessment and the total management of collision risks with
objects in complex working situations, it is essential to predict the object’s
and excavator’s behaviors such as working area and reachable area based on
the estimated information and excavator working states. In order to evaluate
the collision risk efficiently, the working area and perceived object behavior
were predicted by utilizing the estimated states. The working area was
predicted by using the boom, arm, and bucket angles, and velocities. The
object behavior prediction consists of two stages. In the first stage, the object
states (i.e., standing still, walking, jogging, or running) were estimated via
hypothesis testing. Then, the probabilistic reachable area of the object was
calculated using the estimated position and velocity with possible changes of
heading angle with respect to the pace state in the second stage.
To achieve this, this chapter describes a stochastic prediction approach
using estimated information and excavator’s working states such as boom,
arm, and bucket angles to improve working safety with utilization of laser
scanner. Chosen laser scanner(Sick) is the best fitted surround sensing
technology with respect to functionality, robustness, reliability, dependence on
weather conditions, vibration, etc.
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4.1.. Workin
ng Area Prediction
king part iss
In this sectionn, a kinematic analysis of the exccavator work
m, and pred
dicted workin
ng area. Thee
conduucted to deteermine curreent, maximum
predicted workinng area has been compputed in finiite time horrizon that iss
t
research
h for rationaality. And a virtual sensor noise forr
definned 2.5s in this
workking part anggle has been
n consideredd to improvee working safety of thee
excavvator.

4.1.1. Excavator Kinematicss
Thee current research assum
mes that the innformation of
o the workin
ng parts’ (thee
boom
m, arm, and bucket) ang
gle and veloocity can be obtained an
nd estimatedd
from the tilting sensor and
d estimationn algorithm. Through utilizing
u
thee
obtainned informaation, the currrent workinng area is caalculated the by forwardd
kinem
matic analysiis. Fig. 4.1 sh
hows the maain angles of the working part that aree
used for the workking area calcculation. [Brradley’98, Kiim’13]

F
Figure 4.1. Working
W
partt main pointss and angles((boom, arm, bucket)
b
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Pi  i 1,2,3 1,3  2 are the main points;
working part angles;

bucket,ia

 boom ,  arm , and  b u cket are the

is the included angle between

PP
2 31 and

PP
2 32 ; d is the distance between the rotating center and the boom center;
and x 3  1 is the x-component of P3  1 . In the working condition represented
in Fig. 4.1, x 3  1 is the maximum working radius based on the rotating center.
The maximum value of each x-component of P1 , P2 , P3 1 , P3  2 was selected
as the actual working radius, and the actual working area is the circle created
by the maximum working radius. Each working radius is calculated as follows:


lboom cos boom   d
 x1  


 
lboom cos boom   larm cos boom  arm   d
x


2



lboom cos boom   larm cos boom  arm   lbucket cos boom  arm  bucket   d
 x31  




 x32  lboom cos boom   larm cos boom  arm   lbucket cos boom  arm  bucket  bucket,ia  d 



(4.1)



Derived each working radius of the main point is used to predict working
area with sensor uncertainty based on the discrete Jacobian matrix derived
from Eq. (4.1).

4.1.2. Stochastic Working Area Prediction
Based on the calculated x-components of the working part main points, the
predicted angle difference after discrete time ( t ) can be obtained as follows:





  working part  3 t

(4.2)
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where



is the standard deviation of noise in the angular speed signal that

has a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean. Three times the value of the
standard deviation is the maximum value of possible noise value, with a
99.74 % probability. By using the predicted angle, the predicted longitudinal
displacement can be calculated by a discrete Jacobian matrix as follows:
[Seifert’15, Kim’13]
 x1   A11
 x   A
 2    21
 x3-1   A31

 
 x3-2   A41

A12
A22
A32
A42

A13 
 

A23   boom 

A33   arm 

  
A43   bucket 

(4.3)

where,

A11  lboom sin  boom 
A12  0
A13  0

A21  lboom sin boom   larm sin  boom   arm 
A22  larm sin boom   arm 
A23  0

A31  lboom sin boom   larm sin  boom   arm   lbucket ,1 sin  boom   arm   bucket 
A32  larm sin  boom   arm   lbucket ,1 sin boom   arm  bucket 
A33  lbucket ,1 sin boom   arm   bucket 
A41  lboom sin boom   larm sin  boom   arm   lbucket ,2 sin  boom   arm  bucket  bucket ,ia 
A42  larm sin boom   arm   lbucket ,2 sin  boom   arm   bucket   bucket ,ia 
A43  lbucket ,2 sin  boom   arm   bucket   bucket ,ia 
w h e r e l b o o m is

PP
0 1 ;

larm

is

l
l
PP
1 2 ; bucket,1 is PP
2 31 ; and bucket,2 is
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PP
ongitudinal displacemennts were calcculated in th
he predictedd
2 32 . The ith lo
time horizon, annd the maxiimum valuee among thee predicted longitudinall
displaacements

xppre, p,i

were selected as a maximum
m radius

rpree,max

for thee

targett selection, as
a shown belo
ow:

 i 1

x pre, p ,i  x p    x p , j  x p ,i 
 j 1


(4.4))

rpre,mmax  max  x ppre,1,i , xpre,2,i , x pre,31,i , x pre,322,i  where, i  1~ N

(4.5))

wheree p = 1,2,3-11,3-2 represeents the mainn points of th
he excavator; and i is thee
prediction step (11,2,…,N). Fiig. 4.2 show
ws the longittudinal displacements off
working part and
a the work
king area.
the w

(aa) Longitudin
nal displacem
ment of work
king part
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(bb) Working area
a (actual, ppredicted, maximum)
Figuure 4.2. Longgitudinal disp
placements oof the workin
ng part and th
he working
area.
The current and predicted working
w
areass are elementts of the Jaco
obian matrixx
a describedd in the appen
ndix of the current
c
paperr.
in Eqq. (4.3). Thosse elements are
The N-longitudinnal displaceements weree calculated in the preedicted timee
horizzon

tp

and used for risk assessmennt with the predicted
p
object behaviorr

descrribed in the following
f
secction.
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4.2.. Object Behavio
or Predicction
c
intto static andd
To predict objeect behaviorr, object statee has been classified
b
conductted based onn
moving states. Thhe classificattion of objecct state has been
h is obtained
d from laserr
the eestimated velocity of thee clustered ppoint which
scannner and veloocity thresho
old value foor classificattion. The reepresentativee
pointt (clustered point) of th
he perceivedd object wass derived via Euclideann
clusteering, and thhe predicted positions weere calculated based on the
t clusteredd
pointt. To determine the bound
dary of the cuurrent radiuss of the perceeived object,,
the rresearchers selected thee furthest ppoint within
n the transfo
ormed laserr
scannner’s raw daata, which creates
c
clusttered points.. Fig. 4.3 describes thee
current radius of the
t moving object.
o

Fiigure 4.3. Cu
urrent radius of the movin
ng object.
An oovoid reachaable area hass been prediccted since thee longitudinaal and laterall
accelerations of humans diiffer from one anotherr. The distrributions off
l
acceleerations weree assumed ass a Gaussian
n distributionn
longiitudinal and lateral
G
[Teknomo'06]..
since the pedestrrian acceleraation distribbutions are Gaussian
Thereefore, three times the vaalues of the standard deeviations of longitudinall
and llateral acceleeration were utilized to calculate thee predicted radiuses
r
thatt
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consttitute an ovaal as the reaachable areaa since threee times the value
v
of thee
standdard deviatioon is the max
ximum valuue of the posssible acceleeration valuee
with a 99.74% prrobability. Fig. 4.4 showss the human acceleration
n distributionn
he standard ddeviation.
and thhree times thhe value of th

Figure 4..4. Accelerattion distributtion.

w calculateed by the esttimated x and y velocityy
The object headding angle was
he object waas calculatedd
compponents. Furtthermore, thee predicted pposition of th
as a uniform motion
m
by utilizing
u
the estimated velocity.
v
Baased on thee
ble area waas derived by
b utilizing the humann
predicted point, the reachab
acceleration distribution. Fig. 4.5 describees the reachaable area witth a constantt
e
predictiion step.
headiing angle in each

Figuure 4.5. Reacchable area: cconstant heaading angle.
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robj, pre,long,i

and

robj, pre,lat,i

represent the longitudinal and lateral predicted

radius of the object in the ith prediction step, respectively. Each predicted
radius was calculated as follows:

robject , pre , x ,i  robject ,current 

1
2
 3 x  it 
2

robject , pre , y ,i  robject ,current 

1
2
3 y   it 

2

(4.6)

(4.7)

The reachable area is ovoid since the longitudinal acceleration is typically
higher than the lateral acceleration of a pedestrian. However, the possible
change of the heading angle of the object should be considered for derivation
of the actual reachable area. It is assumed that a human can change his or her
heading angle while moving, but will most likely continue progressing in a
straight line [Wakim’06]. In the current study, all possible changes of heading
angle were restricted to a set of eight primary directions since all the possible
heading angles cannot be precisely derived. Moreover, the human movement
states were assumed to belong to a finite set (i.e., standing still, walking,
jogging, or running) based on common observations.

4.2.1. Prediction of Reachable Area

Fig. 4.6 shows the predicted longitudinal and lateral behavior with possible
heading angles with respect to the estimated state.
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Figuree 4.6. Reachaable area witth heading an
ngle changess.
wheere k is the current
c
step, and the vallues greater than k are th
he predictedd
steps in the preddiction time horizon. Thhe dashed arrrows are the maximum
m
um reachablle area. Thee
possible headingg angles thatt constitute the maximu
e
predictiion step werre used to assess the riskk
predicted reachabble areas in each
within the predictted working area [Kosinsski’13, Shen’’15].
C
3.3.3, two cases oof experimen
ntal tests werre conductedd
Ass shown in Chapter
on thhe constructioon site using
g laser scannners with a human
h
as thee object. Thee
objecct velocity was estim
mated via aan extended
d Kalan filter (EKF)..
Furthhermore, thee object stattes (i.e., staanding still, walking, jo
ogging, andd
runniing) were esstimated by hypothesis
h
ttesting. Baseed on the reaachable areaa
derivvation methood in the Fig
g. 4.6, the rreachable areea was deriv
ved utilizingg
v
of the standard deeviation of human
h
acceleration andd
three times the value
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possible changes of the head
ding angle w
with respect to
t the estimaated headingg
s
the siimulated reaachable areaa based on the
t obtainedd
anglee. Fig. 4.7 shows
actuaal data from laser
l
scannerr.

Point - 2

Point - 1

(a) Estimaated velocityy: point – 1 and
a 2

f(v)

f(v)

(b) Image: poinnt – 1 and 2

(c) Speed distribution aand current speed
s
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oth - step

nth - step
p

mth - step

Mo
oving path

(d) Prediccted reachablle area: point – 1
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nth - steep
oth
t - step
mth - step

Moving path

(e) Prediccted reachablle area: pointt – 2
Figure 4.7. Reachablee area predicction
In Fig. 4.6 (d,ee), the arrow is the estimaated velocity
y. ith (i = m,n,,o and m < n
< o) ppredicted reaachable areass were descri
ribed at pointts 1 and 2. The predictedd
reachhable areas were
w
calculatted in predicction time ho
orizon

t p  2s . Fig. 4.88

show
ws the experim
mental test results
r
for w
walking and jogging.
j
Poin
nt – 1 and 2
descrribe the state of jogging and
a walking, respectively
y.
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Po
oint - 2

Point - 1

(a) Estimaated velocityy: point – 1 and
a 2

f(v)

f(v)

(b) Image: poinnt – 1 and 2

(c) Speed distribution aand current speed
s
Object state
s
[ walking / [2] jogging
[1]

2

1.5

1
0

2

4

6

8
t [secc]

(d) Estimated sttate: object
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10

12

oth - step

nth - step

mthh - step

Moviing path

(e) Prediccted reachablle area: pointt – 1
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othh - step

nth - step

mth - step

Moving
M
path

(f) Prediccted reachablle area: pointt – 2
Figure 4.8. Reachablee area predicction
Baased on the simulation results,
r
it is shown that the predicteed reachablee
area ccan represennt human beh
havior in the defined finitte time horizo
on
mth, nth, and oth arre 0.2s, 0.7s, and 1.4s, resspectively.
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t p  2s .

In oorder for reallistic workerr behavior prrediction, estimated head
ding angularr
veloccity has been used in the
t predictioon step on the
t assumptiion that thee
headiing angular velocity of human is 2nnd order diffeerentiable. The
T obtainedd
actuaal test data from the laser
l
scanneer has been
n used for performance
p
e
evaluuation of esttimation, and
d it is show
wn that the heading
h
angu
ular velocityy
estim
mation-based worker behaavior predicttion is more realistic thaan in case off
the behavior preddiction witho
out heading aangular velo
ocity estimatiion. Fig. 4.99
ws the compaarison resultss of the behaavior predicttion. The acttual test dataa
show
has bbeen obtainedd on the bask
ketball court in Seoul Nattional Univerrsity.

Figure 4.9.
4 Basketbaall court in SN
NU
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(a) Magnitude of the estimated velocity
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(b) Estimated heading angular velocity
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10

(c) Behavio
or prediction without estim
mation

(d) Behaviior predictionn with estim
mation
Figure 4.100. Reachable area predicttion in case of
o concentric circle
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[m]

Figure 4.11. Prediction error analysis in case of concentric circle (blue line:

[m/s]

with estimation, red line: without estimation)

(a) Magnitude of the estimated velocity
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[deg]
[deg/s]

(b) Estimaated headingg angular velo
ocity

(c) Behavio
or prediction without estim
mation
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(d) Behaviior predictionn with estim
mation
Figure 4.12.
4
Reachaable area preddiction in casse of half circle

Figgure 4.13. Prrediction erro
or analysis inn case of halff circle (blue line: with
estimation
n, red line: wiithout estimaation)
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4.3.. Selectioon of Rissky Objeect
n with an objject in the ex
xcavator’s working
w
area,,
In oorder to avoid a collision
any target that haas a collision
n probability among the perceived
p
ob
bjects shouldd
be seelected and evaluated
e
forr safety. Therrefore, the static and mo
oving targetss
that should be evaluated
e
forr safety preeferentially were
w
selecteed using thee
t reachablee area. Fig. 4.14 shows the selectedd
predicted working area and the
targett for a static and moving object.

(a) Static oobject
61

(b) Moving object
Figure 4.1
14. Reachablle area predicction

4 represent pperceived data from the laser
l
scannerr,
The black circlees in Fig. 4.14
F the staticc
and thhe dashed ciircle line desscribes the ppredicted worrking area. For
objecct in Fig. 4.14(a), the perrceived staticc object that makes the minimum
m
arcc
basedd on the worrking part waas selected aas a safety monitoring
m
tarrget. For thee
moving object inn Fig. 4.14(b
b), the perceeived moving
g object thatt creates thee
hable area aand the pred
dicted workin
ng area wass
interssection area of the reach
selectted as a safeety monitorin
ng target sinnce the interssection area refers to thee
collission probabillity. The nex
xt section deescribes the safety indicees for safetyy
monitoring basedd on the seleccted target.
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Chapter 5 . Adaptive Collision Risk
Assessment

Our approach to collision risk assessment is to evaluate working safety
level based on safety indices such as Tim To Collision(TTC) and warning
index(x). Safety indices for determination of working safety are computed
using excavator states and object information. Required information to
compute the safety indices are swing velocity, swing acceleration, estimated
velocity of detected moving object, and the value of maximum average
deceleration when the excavator begins braking. Base on the aforementioned
information, safety indices can be computed for safety level decision. The
excavator is usually operated in a stationary state with its working parts
which can rotate 360 degrees. The dynamic characteristics such as inertial
parameters and friction of excavator can be easily changed since the
excavator works with various digging materials and can change its working
posture. Variation of inertial parameter such as rotational inertia of the
excavator can have an effect on the dynamic behavior of the excavator.
Therefore, rotational inertia estimation method for excavator based on
recursive least squares with updating and multiple forgetting has been
proposed in this research. Based on the estimated rotational inertia of
excavator, warning index has been computed adaptively for enhancing
working safety.
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5.1.. Safety Index
I
The current stuudy proposess two safetyy indices to
o monitor th
he working
me to collision (TTC), which
w
is the
safetyy of an excavvator. The fiirst one is tim
amouunt of time that
t
will passs before thee object collides with th
he selected
targett. The other index is the warning inddex [x], which
h is a normaalized value
that rrepresents thee time when the excavatoor should ceaase the swing
g motion in
orderr to avoid a collision.
c
In order to calcculate the TT
TC and x, cleearance (c),
anglee to collisionn (  A TC ), and distance bbetween the selected targ
get and the



rotatiing center ( robj ) should first be calcculated. Theen, the TTC and x are
calcuulated using the
t excavator’s current sttate and the object’s estim
mated state.
Fig. 55.1 shows thhe clearance (c), angle too collision (  A TC ), and th
he distance



betweeen the seleccted target an
nd the rotatinng center ( robj
).
o

Figure 5.1
1. Reachablee area predicttion
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robj ,  ATC , and

c

were calculated as follows:


2
2
robs  xˆobj
 yˆobj

 yˆobj
 xˆobj


 ATC  tan 1 

(5.1)


  sw



(5.2)


c  robs  ATC

where

xˆobj

and

(5.3)

yˆobj

are the estimated x and y coordinates based on the

local reference coordinate (x-y), respectively; and 

sw

is the excavator’s

swing angle based on the fixed reference coordinate (X-Y).

5.1.1. 2nd Order Time To Collision

The TTC was calculated considering the current swing acceleration and
the maximum swing speed performance of the excavator for a reasonable
prediction of time to collision [Lee’76, WINSUM’96]. It is assumed that the
swing acceleration can be estimated from measured swing velocity by using
estimator such as Kalman filter. Fig. 5.2 shows the excavator’s swing
velocity profile, including the predicted velocity.
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Figure 5.2. Predicteed swing veloocity for tim
me to collision
n

if  ATC 




TTC 2 nd

if  ATC 





sw, k
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2
2
sw
,maxx   sw, k
, tk  TTC 2 nd  tm
2 sw, k

sw,max sw,k
 sw,k
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tm  sw,max sw,k



 obj , k   sw
s , k t dt   ATTC

2
2
sw
,maxx   sw,k
, tm  TTC 2nd
2 sw,k

0







(5.4)

 sw,k



 obj,k   sw,k t dtt



 obj ,k dt   ATCC

sw,k

sw,max
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(5.5)

wheree

obj,k

is thhe object ang
gular velocityy based on th
he rotating ceenter of the

workking part. Thhe object an
ngular veloccity

obj

iss calculated using the

estim
mated object position and
d velocity. F
Fig. 5.3 show
ws the object’s angular
veloccity based onn the rotating center of thee working paart.

Figure 5.3. Predicteed swing veloocity for tim
me to collision
n




wheree vˆ o b j is the
t estimated
d object vellocity vectorr; vˆobj ,r and
d vˆobj ,t are
radiall and transveerse compon
nents of the estimated veelocity vecto
or based on
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the position vector


robj ,


respectively; and  o b j is the object angular


velocity vector. The object angular velocity  o b j is calculated as follows:



obj



robj  vˆobj,t

 2
robj

(5.6)


The transverse component vˆobj ,t of the estimated velocity vector, based on
the position vector, can be calculated as follows:




vˆobj ,t  vˆobj  vˆobj,r


vˆ

obj , r

(5.7)

 ˆ
r

obj  vobj 
r
 projrobj vˆobj 
 2 obj
robj

(5.8)

The next section describes the warning index.

5.1.2. Warning Index

In the predictive safety system, the researchers utilized the warning index
[x] to evaluate the working safety of the excavator [Tan’ 06]. The current
study’s proposed safety system is designed so that the excavator’s swing
motion stops when the warning index is equal to one. The warning index
necessary for the safety system is calculated as follows:
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x

c  csm
cbr

(5.9)

c b r , defined in Eq. (5.9), represents the braking clearance, which is



dependent on the object distance robj , swing speed
average deceleration value

decel,avg,max

sw ,

and maximum

which is varied as rotational inertia

of excavator. The c b r is calculated as follows:

cbr  


2
robj sw
(5.10)

2decel ,avg ,max

csm in Eq. (5.10) is the safety margin, which is calculated by the current

object radius

robj ,current ,

sensor uncertainty u sen so r ,

control uncertainty

u control , minimum distance d m in , and half of the bucket width wbucket . The

sensor uncertainty u sen so r is determined by the noise characteristic and the
control uncertainty. u control is uncertainty that occurred in the control
system, which can be obtained from experimental test data. Minimum
distance d m in is the design parameter to secure a certain clearance. Fig. 5.4
shows the safety margin defined in Eq. 5.9.
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Figure 5.4. Safety marg
gin: uncertainnties and min
nimum clearaance.
The following equation show
ws the safetyy margin csm for the warrning index
usingg the above defined
d
unceertainties andd minimum clearance. Iff the object
is stattic, the curreent object rad
dius

robj ,curreent

is set to zero.
z

 robj ,current  u sensor  u control  d min

m  wbucket
csm  robj sin 1 


roobj
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(5.11)

However, the safety margin, csm can be optimized to improve working
safety based on the defined uncertainty. As a result, the working state can be
considered a safety state when the warning index [x] exceeds one. The
control strategy in the safety system is designed so that the excavator can
avoid collision with an object by decelerating maximally when the warning
index value is equal to one. The next section describes the rotational
estimation method based on RLS with forgetting to determine the average
maximum deceleration,

decel,avg,max

for warning index calculation.
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5.2.. Rotatioonal Inerrtia Estim
mation
In order to impprove workin
ng safety for the excavato
or using warn
ning index,
b
estimatted to deriv
ve average maximum
the rrotational innertia has been
decelleration sincee the dynamiic characterisstics such as inertial paraameters and
frictioon of excavaator can be easily
e
changged since thee excavator works
w
with
various digging materials
m
and
d can change its working posture. Fig. 5.5 shows
o excavatorr that make a large diffference in
the ttwo workingg postures of
rotatiional inertia.

Fiigure 5.5. Working
Wo
postu
ures that makke a large diff
fference in rotational
inertiaa

o
rotatiional inertia estimation method forr excavator
In tthis paper, online
basedd on recursivve least squaares with uppdating and multiple forg
getting has
been proposed. As
A depicted in Fig. 5.5,, the excavaator has worrking parts
fo degrees of freedom
whichh consist of body, boom,, arm, and buucket with four
and thhe working parts
p
are ablee to change iits posture.
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Since the working posture, material load, and type of attachments such as
bucket, ripper, and crusher can change the dynamic characteristic of
excavator, estimation of inertial parameter for swing motion is required to
predict behavior for improving safety and automation. Therefore, as a
strategy to estimate the rotational inertia in this study, recursive least squares
algorithm has been used with multiple forgetting factors and updating rule
has been adopted for convergence performance. Multiple forgetting factors
have been defined with a consideration of the change rate of parameters that
are needed to estimate. The damping coefficient in swing dynamics has been
also considered for updating rule in the study.
And updating rule for forgetting factor that considers the convergence delay
is applied for improving estimation performance. The performance
evaluation of the estimation algorithm has been conducted based on typical
working scenario in Matlab/Simulink environment. The results show that the
proposed estimation algorithm is effective to estimate the actual rotational
inertia during the swing motion.

5.2.1. Investigation on Variation of Rotational Inertia

Excavator works with various types of attachments such as crusher, grapple,
bucket, etc. And there are many types of materials, too. Materials and
attachments have large variation of mass that can have an effect on inertial
property of excavator, largely. Furthermore, rotational inertia for swing
motion can be varied additionally by changing working posture of excavator.
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Thereefore, investiigation on variation of m
moment of in
nertia for swing motion
has bbeen conducted to emph
hasize the neeed for inerttia estimation. Fig. 5.6
show
ws the materiaals and attach
hments usedd for investigaation.

D
Division

Bucket
B

Crusherr

Atttachment

M
Material

0 kg

423 kkg

0 kg

423 kg

Figure 5.6. Materials and attachm
ments used for investigatio
on.
Besiides bucket, crusher is allso chosen fo
for investigattion since thee crusher is
heaviier than buckket, which makes
m
a hugee inertia diffference between bucket
and ccrusher. Specifications of
o material aand attachmeent are determined for
5.5-toon class excaavators. In order
o
to inveestigate mom
ment of inertiia, moment
of innertia has beeen computeed mathemattically using
g actual dim
mensions of
excavvator. Fig. 5.7
5 describees the workking posture for compu
utation and
norm
malized mom
ment of inerttia with resppect to work
king posturee, material,
typess of and attacchments.

(aa) Working posture[postu
p
ure – 1, postu
ure – 2]
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(b) Analytical rotational inertia comparison
Figure 5.7. Rotational inertia comparison.

All of the computed results in the Fig. 5.7 were normalized for clear
comparison. As shown in Fig. 5.7, rotational inertia for swing motion of
excavator is largely changed in accordance with attachment and material
conditions. This investigation on variation of rotational inertia provides
motivation to study on methodology for rotational inertia estimation. The
next section describes the Kalman filter for swing acceleration estimation
and rotational inertia estimation scheme.

5.2.2. Kalman Filter for Swing Acceleration Estimation

The linear Kalman filter has been used for estimation of swing velocity and
acceleration. In order to estimate, double integrator model has been used and
it is assumed that the swing velocity can be measured by sensor [Julier’ 97,
Ljung’79]. The used discrete-time linear state space system can be written as:
x k  Fk 1 x k 1  G k 1 wk 1

(5.12)

y k  H k xk  vk
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T
where xk  sw,k sw,k  and y is the measurement of the output vector. G is

defined as the identity matrix and wk  w1 w2 

T

wk
F

and measurement noise
and

are assumed to be zero mean white Gaussian.

are state transition and observation matrices, respectively. The

H

matrices

vk

represents the process noise.

F

and

H

are as follows:

1 T 
F 
 , H  1 0
0 1

(5.13)

where T is sampling period. The process and measurement noise covariance
terms are considered to be uncorrelated, white, and Gaussian with zero mean
and known covariance matrices Qk and Rk , respectively, as in:
wk ~ N  0, Qk 

(5.14)

vk ~ N  0, Rk 

(5.15)

T

Ewv
k k

(5.16)

The covariance matrix of process noise can be written as

Qk  diag  0, q  . q must

be determined as a parameter to be adjusted since actual acceleration motion
are not characterized suitably by a stationary random process. It is assumed that
the initial state, x̂0 , is known with uncertainty given by the initial error
covariance, P0 . In order to estimate the state vector, x, linear Kalman
filter(LKF) has been applied. The LKF is implemented in two steps: (1)
prediction and (2) update. In the prediction step, the a priori estimates of the
state and error covariance, given by:
xˆ k |k 1  Fk 1 xˆ k 1

(5.17)

Pk |k 1  Fk 1 Pk 1 FkT1  Q k 1

(5.18)
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In thhe update stepp, the a priorri are updatedd using comp
puted Kalman
n gain matrixx,
K, ressulting in thee a posteriori estimates as follows:
Kk  Pk|k 1H kT  H k Pk|k 1H kT  Rk 

1

(5.19))

xˆk  xˆk|k1  Kk  yk  Hk xˆk|k1 

(5.200)

Pk   I  K k H k  Pk |k 1

(5.21 )

wheree I is an idenntity matrix. The next secction describ
bes the rotational inertia
estim
mation methodd based on the estimated sstate by Kalm
man filter.

5.2.3. Recursive Least Squarre with Upd
dating and Multiple
M
Forrgetting

In order to estim
mate swing ineertia of excavvator practicaally, this stud
dy proposes
e
meethod with no
ominal param
meter-based
recurssive least squuare [RLS] estimation
updatting and mulltiple forgettiing [Dasguptta’87, Xu’02, Pence’14]. The model
schem
matic for inerrtia estimation
n is shown inn Fig. 5.8.

Figurre 5.8. Modell schematic.
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ˆsw and ˆsw are estimated swing velocity and acceleration that are computed
by Kalman filter, respectively. In this paper, it is assumed that the nominal
damping coefficient [ sw ] is known and the swing velocity [ b ]. Jˆt and b̂
are estimated swing inertia and damping coefficient that are computed by RLS
estimation. Estimation approach applied in this study is a model-based
approach that uses excavator swing dynamics and it can be presented in the
following equation:
J tsw   bsw  T f  T sw

where

Jt

(5.22)

and b are total swing inertia that includes material inertia loaded in

bucket and damping coefficient, respectively.

Tsw

and

Tf

are swing and

coulomb friction torques, respectively. Eq. (5.22) can be rearranged so that
inertia, damping, and torque are separated into three terms:
0  J tsw  bsw  Tt

where

Tt

(5.23)

is total torque that is equal to

 T f  Tsw

. Eq. (12) can be rewritten in

the following linear parametric form:
y r   T  ,    1

2

 3  ,    1
T

2

3

T

(5.24)

where 1 , 2 , and 3 are the unknown parameters, which this study tries to
estimate:
   1

2

3   Jt

b

Tt 

(5.25)

and 1 , 2 , and 3 are computed based on the estimated swing velocity and
acceleration:

  1 2 3   ˆsw ˆsw 1


(5.26)



The parameters 1 , 2 , and 3 are in general time-varying. The parameter
1

depends on working posture of the excavator. And the parameters 2 and
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3

are depend on the condition of hydraulic system for swing motion. In

order to estimate time-varying parameters, recursive least square estimation
with multiple forgetting factors has been conducted in this study. Next
section describes the method of RLS estimation with forgetting. The scheme
of RLS estimation with forgetting has been conducted to estimate swing
inertia using multiple forgetting factors, i (i  1, 2,3) , which give less weight
to older data and more weight to recent data. In order to separate error due to
each parameter( 1 , 2 , 3 ) through applying suitable forgetting factor, the
decoupled cost function is defined as follows:





J ˆ1  k  ,ˆ2  k  ,ˆ3  k  , k 



k



2
1
1k i yr (i )  1  i ˆ1  k   2  i  2  i   3  i 3  i  

2 i 1









2
1 k k i
2 yr (i )  1  i 1  i   2  i ˆ2  k   3  i 3  i  

2 i 1

1 k k i
 3 yr (i)  1  i 1  i   2  i  2  i   3  i ˆ3  k 
2 i 1

(5.27)

2

With this defined cost function, the each term on the right hand side of
defined cost function represents the error of the step k. The optimal estimates
that minimize the cost function in Eq. (6) can be computed as follows:
J
J
J
 0,
 0,
0
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
1  k 
 2  k 
3  k 
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3

3

(5.28)

ˆ1  k  , ˆ2  k  , and ˆ3  k 



can be found by rearranging Eq. (7) as follows:
1

k

 



k

ˆ1  k     1k i1  i     1k i  yr  i   2  i  2  i   3  i 3  i   
2

 i 1


  i 1
1

k

 





k
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k

 

(5.29)




k

ˆ3  k     3k i3  i     3k i  yr  i   1  i 1  i   2  i  2  i   
2

 i 1

  i 1



However, a recursive form is required for real time parameter estimation.
The recursive form can be deduced by using analogy between Eq. (5.27) and
(5.28) as follows:



ˆ  k   ˆ  k  1  L  k   y  k     k   k     k ˆ  k  1    k   k  
ˆ  k   ˆ  k  1  L  k   y  k     k   k     k   k     k ˆ  k  1 
ˆ1  k   ˆ1  k  1  L1  k  yr  k   1  k ˆ1  k  1  2  k  2  k   3  k 3  k 
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2
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1
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2
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3
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3

3

3

(5.30)

3

where
L1  k   Pr ,1  k  1 1  k   1  1T  k  Pr ,1  k  11  k  
Pr ,1  k    I  L1  k 1T  k   Pr ,1  k  1

1

(5.31)

1

1

L2  k   Pr ,2  k  1 2  k   2  2T  k  Pr ,2  k  12  k  
Pr ,2  k    I  L2  k 2T  k   Pr ,2  k  1

The unknown parameters

(5.32)

1

2

L3  k   Pr ,3  k  1 3  k   3  3T  k  Pr ,3  k  1 3  k  
Pr ,3  k    I  L3  k  3T  k   Pr ,3  k  1

1

1

(5.33)

1

3

1  k 

,

2  k 

, and

equations can be replaced with their estimates,
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3  k 
ˆ1  k 

in aforementioned
,

ˆ2  k 

, and

ˆ3  k 

since it is assumed that the actual and the estimated values are very close to
each other or within the region of convergence in this study. Based on
substitution for

1  k 

,

2  k 

3  k 

, and

, following equations can be

obtained.
ˆ1  k   L1  k  2  k ˆ2  k   L1  k  3  k ˆ3  k 



 ˆ1  k  1   L1  k  y r  k   1  k ˆ1  k  1 

(5.34)



L2  k  1  k ˆ1  k   ˆ2  k   L2  k   3  k ˆ3  k 



 ˆ2  k  1   L2  k  y r  k    2  k ˆ2  k  1 

(5.35)



L3  k  1  k ˆ1  k   L3  k   2  k ˆ2  k   ˆ3  k 



 ˆ3  k  1   L3  k  y r  k    3  k ˆ3  k  1 

The solution for the estimates

(5.36)
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can be found as:

(5.37)

It can be proved that the determinant of the matrix in the following
equation is always non-zero since the

P1 , P2 ,

and

P3


1
L1  k  2  k  L1  k  3  k  


1
L2  k  3  k  
 L2  k  1  k 
 L3  k  1  k  L3  k  2  k 

1

are always positive.
(5.38)

Therefore, inverse of the Eq. (5.38) always exists. The next section
describes the nominal parameter-based update rule.
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5.2.3.1. Updating Rule
R for Nomina
al Parameter
Usinng the valuue of damping coefficieent in Eq. (5.22)
(
given
n from the
previous study, uppdating rule has been deffined so that the estimateed damping
coeffficient is upddated as giveen damping coefficient. And the updating rule
has bbeen definedd by modify
ying the Eq. (5.30) and Fig. 5.9 describes the
definned updating rule for nom
minal parametter.

dating rule foor nominal paarameter.
Figgure 5.9. Upd


inn Fig. 5.9 is threshold forr error whichh is differencce between actual
a
value

and eestimated valuue. The estim
mation error hhas been defin
ned as follow
ws:
e 2   2  ˆ2  b  bb̂ˆ

(5.39)

Thenn, the estim
mated value in
i recursive form can be updated by
b applying
updatting rule as:
if e2  



ˆ2  k   ˆ2  k  1  L2  k  yr  k   1  k 1  k   2  k ˆ2  k  1  3  k 3  k 
else



ˆ2  k   b  L2  k  yr  k   1  k 1  k   2  k ˆ2  k  1  3  k 3  k 

 (5.40)



The updating rulle can enhan
nce convergennce performaance of estim
mation since
the estimated swiing inertia( Jˆt ) and combiined torque( Tˆt ) can appro
oach to the
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actual values by updating estimated damping coefficient when the absolute
value of the estimation error is larger than defined error threshold. Since the
actual damping coefficient cannot be determined due to its nonlinearity, the
error threshold



must be determined as a parameter to be adjusted.

5.2.3.2. Updating Rule for Forgetting Factor
Forgetting factors( 1 , 3 ) defined in the previous section for RLS algorithm
are designed to be updated. The estimator does not perform well when the
swing acceleration is greatly changed since there is convergence delay in
Kalman filter used for estimation of the swing acceleration. Therefore, holding
the value of the rotational inertia is required until the swing acceleration is
converged to actual value by updating the defined forgetting factor close to
unity. And it is designed that the defined forgetting factor close to zero is
updated for

̂3

to improving estimation performance of

the designed updating rule for forgetting factor.
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Tt .

Fig. 5.10 describes

Fiigure 5.10. Updating
U
rule for forgetting factor.
As a forgetting factor,
fa
the upd
date value off 0.99 was ch
hosen to effecctively track
the sslowly varyiing parameteer,
param
meter,

3  k 

1  k 

whhile 0.1 forr the rapidly
y changing

. And the con
nvergence dellay can be deerived by com
mparing the

estim
mated accelerration with actual
a
acceleeration in off
ffline. The convergence
delayy is defined as 0.25s in thee study. Desiigned updatin
ng rule has been used to
securre estimation performancee of rotationaal inertia wheen the excav
vator begins
to deccelerate for unloading.
u
Next section ddescribes the performancee evaluation
of prroposed estim
mation algorrithm based on RLS with
w
updating
g rules and
multipple forgettingg.

5.2.4. Typical Woorking Scen
nario
In thhis research, the working
g scenario(duumping) has been divided
d into three
stagess such as looading, transp
porting, and unloading [Schmidt’10, Wang’05].
Fig. 55.11 describes the divided
d working sceenario.
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Figure 5.11. Working sscenario: 3 sttages.
 boomm , arm , and bucket are boo
om, arm, annd bucket an
ngles, respectively, The

workiing part anngles(boom, arm, buckett, swing) an
nd velocity(swing) for
workiing scenario are shown in
n Fig. 5.12.
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(a) Working
g angles: boom
m, arm, and bucket
b
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9

[deg/s]
[deg]

(b) Working angles and velocity: swing.
Figure 5.12. Working angles and velocity: boom, arm, bucket, swing.
Based on the typical working scenario, analytical rotational inertia of the
excavator is derived. Fig. 5.13 shows the derived analytical rotational inertia
used for performance evaluation.
Analytical rotational inertia
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Figure 5.13. Analytic rotational inertia for working scenario.
The maximum and minimum values of the derived analytical rotational inertia
are 9,761 kgm2 and 4,380 kgm2 during working.
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5.2.5. Simulation
n based Perfformance Evvaluation

mation perfoormance of the
t proposed
d algorithm,
In oorder to evaluuate the estim
Matlaab/Simulink-bbased simullations weree conducted.. The swing
g dynamic
modeel for estimattion has beeen constructeed in Matlab//Simulink en
nvironment.
The vvalues of dam
mping coefficcient( b ) and ccoulomb fricction torque( T f ) used in
swingg dynamic model
m
were given
g
from prrevious study
y. And the ro
otational of
the exxcavator inerrtia varying acccording to thhe working posture
p
has beeen derived
analyytically (mathhematically) in
i the typicall working sceenario, which
h is used as
a refe
ference valuee that the prroposed estim
mation algorrithm should track. For
reasonnable perforrmance evalluation, threee simulation
n conditions associated
materrial type are adopted.
a
Fig. 5.14 shows tthe three sim
mulation condiitions.

4. Three simuulation condiitions.
Figure 5.14
Threee simulationns for rotation
nal inertia esttimation hav
ve been condu
ucted in the
regionn that the sw
wing motion exists sincee the proposeed estimation
n algorithm
needss swing veloocity and accceleration too estimate rotational
r
ineertia of the
excavvator. Furtherrmore, rotatio
onal inertia oof the excavaator is not neeeded when
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the excavator is in a stationary state since the rotational inertia is parameter
related with swing dynamics. Therefore, the region between 5.5s to 9.3s in the
working scenario(Fig. 5.12) has been extracted and applied for simulation(total
time is about 3.8s). The swing acceleration is dramatically changed after 7.5s.
And the arbitrary noise which has Gaussian distribution is applied to the
velocity profile for reasonable performance evaluation and the swing
acceleration is estimated using Kalman filter. The followings show the
estimation results during rotating.

Case – 1) without material
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Fig. 5.15. Estimation results in the case of without material.

Figure 5.15. Update results in the case of without material.
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Figure 5.16. Estimation error[rotational inertia] distribution in the case of
without material.
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Case – 2) with material / sand, 288 kg
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Figure 5.17. Estimation results in the case of with material(sand, 288 kg).

Figure 5.18. Update results in the case of with material(sand, 288 kg).
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Figure 5.19. Estimation error[rotational inertia] distribution in the case of with
material(sand, 288 kg).
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Case – 3) with material / sandstone, 423 kg
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Figure 5.20. Estimation results in the case of with material(sandstone, 423 kg).

Figure 5.21. Update results in the case of with material(sandstone, 423 kg).
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Figure 5.22. Estimation error[rotational inertia] distribution in the case of
with material(sandstone, 423 kg).
From the simulation results in the case of without material (rotational inertia is
not changed greatly), it is shown that the rotational inertia of the excavator was
well estimated during rotating. Also, the rotational inertia was well estimated
when the rotational inertia is changed greatly due to materials(sand – 288 kg
and sandstone – 433 kg) in the case of 2 and 3. In the update results(Fig. 5.15,
Fig. 5.18, Fig. 5.21), “1” represents the update is occurred, and “0” represents
the update is not occurred. Based on the designed update rules for nominal
parameter(damping coefficient) and forgetting factors, estimation performance
was secured although there is estimation error due to convergence delay of the
Kalman filter. However, online convergence delay estimation is required to
apply the proposed algorithm to a variety of situations and systems. Based on
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the analysis of estimation error, it is shown that the error has Gaussian
distributions and the average of estimation error for rotational inertia is almost
zero. The standard deviation is below 5%. Table. 2 shows the average and
standard deviation of estimation error for rotational inertia.

Descriptive statistics for estimation error
Division
Average [%]

Standard deviation [%]

Case – 1

-1.7038

4.5112

Case – 2

0.1314

4.9887

Case – 3

-0.4894

3.9960

Table. 2. Estimation error[rotational inertia] analysis: average and standard
deviation.
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5.3.. Safety Optimiz
O
zation
ontrol unit,
The proposed saafety controll algorithm rrequires laseer scanner, co
m to avoid a collision with objects.
and rrotational ineertia estimatiion algorithm
And there exist uncertaintiees such as ssensor noisee, control errror due to
a estimatio
on error. Andd these unceertainties hav
ve an effect
electrrical noise, and
on saafety perform
mance of the algorithm. T
Therefore, saafety controll algorithm
capabble of considdering uncerttainties suchh as sensor noise,
n
controll error, and
estim
mation error for
f rotationall inertia is reequired to im
mprove work
king safety.
In orrder to consiider uncertaiinty that exiists in the proposed
p
saffety control
algorrithm, stochastic clearan
nce analysiss has been conducted to derive
optim
mal safety maargin used to
o compute saafety index th
hat will be described
d
in
the nnext sectionn. Fig. 5.23 shows thee possible clearance
c
errrors when
excavvator stoppedd.

(a) Safety: overr

(b)
( Safety: un
nder

Figure 5.2
23. Possible cclearance errrors.
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Redd solid line inn the Fig. 5.23 is minimu
mum clearancce( Cm ) thatt is defined
to seecure the woorking safetty and it is a design parameter.
p
In
n order to
minim
mize the cleearance error of the saffety control algorithm, uncertainty
u
analyysis is required to derive total clearannce error distribution. It is assumed
that uuncertaintiess that are considered
c
inn this reseaarch are con
nsidered as
Gaussian distribuution. Fig. 5.2
24 describes the distributtions for unceertainties.

(a) Sensor error distrribution( Cs,e )

(b) Contrrol error distr
tribution( Cc,e
, )

(c) Estimaation error disstribution( Cest,e )
Figure 5.24. Error ddistributions.
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Totaal clearance distribution that consideers sensor no
oise, controll error, and
estim
mation error can be deriived since eeach random
m variables( Cs,e , Cc,e ,

Cest,e ) are indepenndent. The following
f
equuation and Fig.
F 5.25 reprresent total
clearaance distribuution.

c ~ N  cmin  c,e  s,e  br,e ,c2,e s2,e br2 ,,e 

(5.41)

Figure 5.25. Total clearaance distribu
utions.
Baseed on the derived total cllearance, colllision probability can bee defined as
show
wn in Fig. 5.226.

Figure 5.26.
5
Collisioon probabilitty.
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The defined colllision probab
bility can be derived by computing
c
th
he standard
mal distributioon using thee total clearaance distribu
ution. And th
he collision
norm
probaability can be
b changed by
b designingg safety margin( Csm ) fo
or ensuring
workking safety. Therefore,
T
wo
orking safetyy of excavato
or can be max
ximized by
choossing the opttimal safety margin bassed on the optimal
o
design process
develloped in thiss research. For
F this, thee error cond
ditions by op
perator and
machhine are anallyzed for sto
ochastic safeety optimizattion based on the error
analyysis as shownn in Fig. 5.27
7.

Figuure 5.27. Operator and m
machine errorr analysis.
The Unreasonabble in the Fig.
F
5.27 reppresents thaat there are interaction
b avoided
errorss between opperator and machine, annd this condition should be
by saafety optimizzation. Fig. 5.28 shows the unreason
nable condittions based
on tottal clearancee distribution
n shown in thhe Fig. 5.25.

(a) Risk
k – No brakiing condition
n
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(b) No risk – brakinng condition
n
Figure 5.2
28. Unreasonnable conditio
ons.
It iss required thhat the defineed probabilitties for unreeasonable conditions in
the F
Fig. 5.28 arre minimizeed with minnimum colliision probab
bility. And
param
meters(  c ,e ,  s ,e , est,e , Csm , Cm ) ccan have an
n effect on prrobabilities
for unnreasonable conditions. However, sttandard deviiation for control error,
sensoor error, and estimation error
e
are deppendent on haardware and estimation
algorrithm perform
mance. Thereefore, safetyy optimizatio
on can be con
nducted by
findinng optimal safety
s
margin
n with the deesign param
meter,

Cm . In order to

find the optimal safety marrgin that maaximizes thee working safety,
s
two
objecctives shouldd be defined with two conditions that can bee tuned in
accorrding to varioous working
g conditions. Fig. 5.29 sh
hows the two
o objectives
for deesign optimizzation.
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(a) Minim
mizing collission probabillity

(b) Maaximizing pro
obability witthin admissib
ble clearancee
Figure 5.29. Two
T objectivves for optimization.

Ca

is admissible clearancee that is deffined in the design stage and it is

required that the admissible clearance
c
is maximized to
t secure thee minimum
clearaance with hiigh probability. Howeveer, the objecttive for

PCm  max is

determ
mined basedd on sensorr, controller,, and rotatio
onal inertia estimation
perfoormance. Theerefore, safeety optimizat
ation processs can be con
nducted by
choossing optimall safety marrgin that miinimizing co
ollision probability and
maxim
mizing

PCm for maxim
mizing workking safety. In order to derivation

optim
mal safety maargin, the following desiign procedurre has been proposed
p
in
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this research and it is expected that proposed design procedure can be
employed in the design stage.

Step – 1) Design a minimum clearance,

Cm .

Step – 2) Design an admissible clearance,

Ca .

Step – 3) Define probability thresholds for collision and minimum clearance.
Step – 4) Find an optimal safety margin,


Csm

Fig. 5.30 shows the conditions for safety optimization and probability
analysis with respect to the safety margin. It is assumed that the defined
conditions for safety optimization have been designed and defined in the
design stage.

Minimum and admissible
clearance
Standard deviation for

Cmin  0.4 m, Ca  0.35 m

uncertainty

 c , e  0.3,  s , e  0.24,  br , e  0.26

Probability threshold

Pc, p ,max  10 %, Pc , p ,min  50 %
m

(a) Conditions for optimization
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(bb) Probability analysis w
with respect to
o

Csm

Figgure 5.30. Coonditions forr safety optim
mization and probability analysis.

0, the optimiized safety margin that meets the
As shown in thhe Fig. 5.30
d as a value
definned two condditions for saafety optimizzation can bee determined
close to 0.2m. Deetermination
n of the safetty margin ass a value clo
ose to 0.2m
y to secure
makees the collisiion probability below 100 % and thee probability
minim
mum clearannce within deefined admisssible clearance greater than
t
50 %.
Fig. 55.31 shows thhe optimizattion results bbased on cleaarance distrib
bution.

Figure 5.31. Optimizatio
on results baased on clearrance distribu
ution.
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It iss shown that the collision
n probabilityy and

PCm meet the opptimization

condiitions defineed in this research
r
to maximize the
t
working
g safety of
excavvator. And the optimall safety maargin can be
b changed by design
param
meters such as
a

Cm

and
d

Ca . Thereefore, properr Cm

and

Ca

should

be deetermined forr various working conditi
tions in the design
d
stage.
The other way to computee the optimizzed safety margin
m

Csmm

has been

propoosed in this thesis based
d on weightinng factors which
w
represeent relative
importance of saffety factors. The
T considerred weightin
ng and safety factors for
n described inn following equation.
e
safetyy optimizatioon have been
Csm,opt 

w1Csm,1|F1,th  w2Cssm,2|F2,max  w3Csm
s ,3|F3,max
w1  w2  w3

(5.41))

Fig. 5.32 shows the safety faactors with reespect to the safety margin.

Figure 5.32. Probability
P
an
nd density w
with respect to
o the safety margin.
m
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If the weighting factors are chosen as follows, the safety control algorithm
is designed to consider the safety most in comparison with other safety
factors such as Csm,2|F2,max and Csm,3|F3,max .

wc  1, w d  0, w a  0

(5.42)

And the defined safety density is defined the probability that is divided as
the length of the random variable since the excavator should be stopped
around the minimum clearance as much as possible. Based on the derived
safety margin, warning index as a safety index is computed for safety level
decision with Time To Collision(TTC) in the next section.
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Ch
hapter 6 Decision an
nd Con
ntrol fo
or
C
Collision Avo
oidancee
In thhis research, the TTC–x plane was em
mployed to define
d
the saafety level off
excavvators in opeeration for collision
c
avooidance. The safety levell consists off
safe llevel, warninng level, and
d emergencyy braking lev
vel. In orderr to considerr
changging rotationnal inertia, th
he estimatedd rotational inertia
i
has been
b
used too
derivve map basedd average maaximum deceeleration to compute waarning index..
Fig. 66.1 shows the derivation process of aaverage maxiimum deceleeration basedd
on the estimated rotational
r
ineertia.

(a) Average
A
max
ximum deceleeration and safety
s
index

(b)
( Detailed process
Figure 6.1. Derivation process
p
of avverage maxim
mum decelerration.
The map used to derive average maxiimum deceleeration can be obtainedd
experrimentally orr theoretically. However,, if the map is derived theoretically,
t
,
uncerrtainties that exist in actu
ual system sshould be co
onsidered and theoreticall
valuee has been useed to computte safety indeex such as waarning index according too
the esstimated rotattional inertia. Next sectionn describes th
he safety leveel decision.
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6.1.. Safety Level
L
Deecision
In thhis research, the TTC–x plane was em
mployed to define
d
the saafety level off
excavvators in operation for collision avooidance. Aftter the safety level wass
defineed on the TTC–x domaiin, proper coontrol inputss to avoid co
ollision weree
generrated from thhe predictive safety controol system [Taatchikou’05, An’96]. Thee
safetyy level consissts of safe mo
ode, warningg mode, and emergency braking
b
level..
Fig. 66.2 shows thee TTC–x plan
ne, which is cclassified by three
t
safety levels.

Figurre 6.2. Safety
y level defineed on TTC2nnd–x domain.
The calculated safety indicces (i.e., TT
TC and x in
n the previo
ous section))
mine the safeety level on the
t TTC–x doomain descriibed in Fig. 6.2.
6 The safe,,
determ
warniing, and emeergency brakiing regions w
were classifieed by thresho
old values off
ndd

TTCth2 1

,

nd

T T C th2  2

, x th 1 , and
d x th  2 , resspectively. The
T threshold values off
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nd

TTCth2 1

and x th 1 are calculated using human perception delay t p ,delay , so that

operators can respond to warning signals from the safety system for collision
avoidance. The threshold values of

nd

TTCth2 1

and x th 1 for each warning region

are given in Eq. (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3):
2 nd
TTCth2 nd
-1  TTCth-2  t p ,delay

x th-1  x th-2 

(6.1)

c p ,delay

(6.2)

cbr


c p ,delay  robj sw t p ,delay

(6.3)

The next section describes the control strategy to avoid a collision with objects
based on the TTC–x plane.
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6.2. Control Strategy
In the safe region, no control input is generated from the safety system since the
excavator’s working state is considered to be safe. However, a low level alarm
(alarm – 1) is generated so that the operator can avoid a collision with an object
in the warning region. Further, emergency braking input with a high level alarm
(alarm – 2) is generated from the safety system automatically in the emergency
braking region since the operator cannot avoid a collision in response to the
warning signal in the emergency braking region [Chang’03, Seiler’98]. Table 3
describes the control inputs for collision avoidance with respect to the safety
level.

Emergency

Division

Safe level

Warning level

Alarm

-

Alarm – 1

Alarm – 2

-

-

Braking

Emergency
braking

braking level

Table 3. Control input for collision avoidance
The next section describes the evaluation of the developed predictive and
adaptive safety control algorithm based on Matlab/Simulink environment. Based
on the results, it is shown that the proposed predictive and adaptive safety
control algorithm for excavator is effective in collision avoidance with static and
moving object.
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Ch
hapter 7 Perfo
orman
nce Eva
aluation
n
a adaptivee safety conttrol system is evaluatedd
Thhe proposed predictive and
throuugh actual-ddata based computer simulationss on Matllab/Simulinkk
envirronment withh measured data.
d
Two w
working cond
ditions such as
a static andd
moving object coonditions aree considered for perform
mance evaluation and thee
o
chossen laser scan
nner in this research.
r
Figg.
objecct information has been obtained
7.1 shhows the sim
mulation scen
nario with mooving object.

Figgure 7.1. Sim
mulation scennarios: movin
ng objects
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Object information is collected under static and moving conditions on
construction site in Seoul National University. Safety indices and stochastic
clearance analysis is conducted for performance evaluation. The given
working scenario is quite typical and very common working environments for
excavator in construction sites. From the simulation results, it is shown that
the virtual excavator constructed in Matlab/Simulink environment based on
swing dynamics can avoid a collision with moving object in typical working
cycle excavator with the proposed safety control algorithm.

7.1. Actual-Data based Simulation
Working conditions with static and moving objects (Human) applied
predictive and adaptive safety control algorithm has been analyzed in the case
of typical working condition (dumping). To verify a working safety, safety
level based on TTC and x with respect to working posture of excavator have
been analyzed. Actual data from one laser scanner at the construction site
were obtained for simulation-based performance evaluation. The simple
swing dynamic model was utilized to represent the swing dynamics of the
excavator. The reachable area and working area were predicted in the
prediction time horizon of 1.5 sec. The simulation results with respect to the
safety level were described in following figures.
Fig. 7.2 shows the data of estimated velocity, positions, and computed
angular velocity of object which is considered as worker close to working
excavator in construction site.
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Fig. 7.3 shows the data of swing velocity, clearance, rotational inertia,
safety indices, and safety level of the safety system with rotational inertia
estimation and the safety system without estimation. As can be seen from the
figures, excavator can avoid of a collision with moving object efficiently
based on predictive environment monitoring and adaptive safety level
decision that consider rotational inertia estimation algorithm.
Fig 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 show the predicted reachable area and working area of
object and excavator in case of safe, warning, emergency level with rotational
inertia estimation algorithm, respectively. The predicted time horizon is 2s for
reasonable behavior prediction of human and excavator. As can be seen in Fig
7.4, 7.5, and 7.6, the adaptive safety level has been well determined.
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(b) Estimated positions: x and y coordinates
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Figure 7.2. Simulation results: moving objects
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Figure 7.3. Simulation results: with inertia estimation and without estimation
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Figure 7.4. Reachable area and working area: safety level
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Figure 7.5. Reachable area and working area: warning level
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Figure 7.6. Reachable area and working area: emergency braking level
The moving object in the simulation results was selected as a target for
environment monitoring since an intersection area exists between the
predicted working area and the reachable area. TTC2nd value in the emergency
braking mode is infinite since it is predicted that the excavator will stop
before reaching the perceived object from the object and excavator
information. The simulation results show that the proposed predictive safety
system for the excavator can avoid a collision with an object efficiently by
selecting the target for environment monitoring. However, a more efficient
reachable area prediction of the worker is required for enhancing working
efficiency concurrently with safety.
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Fig. 7.7 shows the uncertainties such as sensor, control, and rotational
inertia estimation applied in simulation model in case of the system equipped
the sensor that has good performance.

Probability density

(a) Standard deviations

(b) Sensor uncertainty (average = -0.00049, s.t.d = 0.2825)
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Probability density
Probability density

(c) Control uncertainty (average = 0.0076, s.t.d = 0.3845)

(d) Estimation uncertainty (average = 0.0074, s.t.d = 0.3198)
Figure 7.7. Uncertainties (sensor, control, and estimation)
In this thesis, minimum clearance has been defined as 1 meter in the safety
control algorithm to secure the working safety. With the defined uncertainties
such as sensor, control, and estimation, performance evaluation has been
conducted on MATLAB/Simulink environment. The number of simulation
iterations is 500 to obtain realistic evaluation results. Fig. 7.8 shows the actual
data based simulation result without safety optimization. As can be seen in Fig.
7.8, minimum clearance cannot be guaranteed and collision probability has a
relatively high value.
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Figuure 7.9. Cleaarance distrib
bution with saafety optimizzation(iteratiions = 500)

As sseen in the fiigure 7.8 and
d 7.9, the colllision probab
bility has beeen decreasedd
since the weighteed safety marrgin was appplied in the warning
w
indeex. Also, thee
hting factorss
guaraanteed safetyy probability was decreassed. Therefore, the weigh
shoulld be determ
mined in acco
ordance withh working conditions
c
fo
or improvingg
safetyy based on the
t analysis of uncertainnties such as sensor noise, controllerr
noisee, and rotational inertia estimation error. The concluding remarks aree
proviided in the neext section.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future
Works

This dissertation has proposed a predictive and adaptive safety control
algorithm capable of collision avoidance for construction vehicles especially
excavator. The proposed control algorithm consisted of the following three
steps: a predictive environment monitoring, an adaptive safety level decision,
and an excavator control. In a predictive environment monitoring, working
area prediction, static/moving object detection and estimation, and moving
object behavior prediction algorithm have been developed for safety level
decision. And a human pace state has been estimated for efficient prediction
of moving object which is considered as worker close to excavator since
excavators often operate in tandem with workers. The developed estimation
algorithm for human pace state has been conducted by hypothesis testing with
human speed and acceleration distribution which have Gaussian distributions.
All possible changes of object heading angles were restricted to a set of eight
primary directions for the probabilistic reachable area with the longitudinal
and lateral acceleration characteristics of a human.
In adaptive safety level decision, safety indices such as the TTC and
warning index [x] were calculated to define the safety level of the excavator
in operation based on the estimated states. The safety levels consist of safe,
warning and emergency braking levels, and the control algorithm was
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developed to avoid a collision of the excavator with static and moving objects.
Recursive least square algorithm was designed and proper multiple forgetting
factors were defined to estimate the time varying state such as rotational
inertia which is varied as working posture. And updating rule for forgetting
factor that considers the convergence delay of the Kalman filter was applied
for improving estimation performance. And the reference rotational inertia in
the typical working scenario was derived analytically to be used for the
performance verification of developed estimation algorithms. Estimation
performance was evaluated through simulations on MATLAB/Simulink
environment with various material conditions(without material, with
material(sand, 288 kg), with material(sandstone, 423 kg). Simulation results
show that the proposed estimation algorithm resulted in a high estimation
performance with designed updating rules. Based on the analysis of
estimation error that has Gaussian distribution, it is shown that the average of
estimation error is almost zero and the standard deviation is below 5%.
However, convergence delay used in the updating rule for forgetting factor
needs to be derived online analysis to secure robust estimation performance
for practical application. Additionally, the designed estimation algorithm
cannot estimate rotational inertia when the excavator is in a stationary state
since required information such as swing velocity is zero. Therefore, applying
online estimation of the convergence delay for swing acceleration and
developing estimation algorithm when the excavator is in a stationary state are
being considered for future work. The estimated rotational inertia of excavator
has been used for determination of average maximum deceleration that is used
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to compute warning index. And the optimized safety margin has been derived
based on stochastic clearance analysis for optimizing the working safety.
Tests of the developed reachable area utilizing laser scanners and
simulation-based performance evaluations of the safety control algorithm
were conducted. The test and simulation results demonstrate that the safety
control algorithm for the excavator can avoid collisions with objects
efficiently. With the developed predictive and adaptive safety control
algorithm, it is expected that the number of fatal accidents resulting from
collisions of excavators with objects can be substantially reduced. The
developed safety control algorithm will be implemented in an actual excavator
for real-time application and performance evaluation of the safety control
system will constitute the topic of our future research.
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초

록

건설 중기를 위한 레이저 스캐너 기반 확률적
예견 및 적응 안전제어 알고리즘 개발

지난 10 년간 건설현장에서의 장비 운용자의 부주의와 건설중기
주변에 존재하는 blind spot 에 의해 발생하는 사고는 전체 사고의 약

34.9 % 를 차지한다. 그리고 장비 운용자의 부주의와 blind spot 에
의해 발생하는 충돌 및 끼임과 같은 치명적 사고는 그 중에서 약

72.2 % 를 차지하고 있다. 이러한 이유로 blind spot detection 과 safety
alert system 과 같은 다양한 안전시스템이 개발되고 있으며, 건설중기
제조사들에 의해 시장에 출시되고 있다. 이러한 연구개발과 더불어,
공사현장에서 발생할 수 있는 치명적 사고 발생률을 zero 로 만들기
위한 다양한 프로젝트들이 진행되고 있다. 전세계적으로 다양한
연구팀들이 지속적으로 안전시스템에 대한 연구를 진행 중이고,
건설중기

제조사들은

개별

시스템들을

통합하여

안전기능을

강화하는 연구를 진행하고 있다.
볼보(Volvo)는 고객의 요구에 대응할 수 있는 환경친화적이면서
안전한

장비

생산을

위해

노력하고,

세계시장의

높은

경쟁에

대응하기 위해 장비 생산량을 늘리고 있다. 그리고 볼보(Volvo)는
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장비의 안전요소들에서 지능형 장비까지의 모든 것을 포함하는
수동

및

능동

안전시스템을

개발하고

있다.

이를

통해

향후

장비주변의 장애물과 사람의 인지를 통해 충돌을 피할 수 있을
것이라 예상하고 있다. 캐터필라(Caterpillar)는 안전문화 구성을 통한
작업우수성을

확보할

수

있는

‘Safety

system

for

zero-incident

performance’의 개발을 위해 노력하고 있다.
다수의 참고문헌들을 살펴본 결과, 능동안전기술은 잠재적으로
건설현장에서의
작업자의

충돌

작업안전을

및

끼임과

증진할

같은

것으로

치명적

사고를

줄이고

기대된다.

하지만

현재의

안전시스템을 위한 기술은 위성항법보정시스템 (DGPS: Differential

Global Positioning System), 레이저스캐너 (Laser scanner) 등의 고가의
정밀센서가
한계점을

요구되어
가지고

시장에

있다.

출시되기에는

기술의

발전에

비용적인

따라

측면에서

센서들의

가격이

낮아지고 있지만, 건설중기를 위한 안전시스템에 센서들을 장착하고
적용하는 것은 안전시스템 개발에 있어서 하나의 장벽이 되고 있다.
따라서 본 논문에서는 공사현장에서의 특정 작업시나리오에 대해
충돌회피가 가능한 능동안전제어 알고리즘을 개발하는 것을 목표로
한다. 선택된 센서구성은 현재 다양한 자동화 시스템에 적용되는
가격적으로 경제적이고 기술적으로 완성된 것에 가까운 구성이다.
전체 알고리즘은 크게 예측기반 주변환경 모니터링, 적응기반
판단 모듈, 그리고 굴삭기 제어모듈로 구성된다. 굴삭기 주변
작업자를 중심으로 작업자의 속도, 이동방향 및 변화율, 그리고
보행상태를 추정하여 합리적인 거동을 예측한다. 예측된 거동과
굴삭기의

회전관성

추정에

따른
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작업상태를

예측하여

작업

안전도를 정량적으로 평가하고, 안전제어 시스템에 존재할 수 있는
불확실성을 고려하여 안전 최적화를 수행한다. 안전 최적화는 굴삭
작업 시 주변 작업자와의 충돌확률을 최소화함과 동시에 설계된
최소거리를 확보할 수 있는 확률을 최대화할 수 있도록 안전여유를
설정한다.
제안된 건설중기를 위한 예견 및 적응기반 안전제어 알고리즘은
실 계측 데이터를 이용하여 시뮬레이션 기반 성능이 평가되었다.
가상의 시뮬레이션 결과를 통해 굴삭기의 작업상황에서의 인지성능,
판단성능을 확인하였고, 작업 주변의 정지물체와 움직이는 물체에
대해 충돌을 회피하며 작업안전을 확보하는 것을 확인하였다.

주요어: 예견 작업주변 모니터링, 적응 안전도 판단, 회전관성 추정,
충돌소요시간, 위험 지수, 레이저 스캐너, 안전도 단계, 인간 걸음
상태, 확률적 거동 예측, 순환최소자승 예측
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